Connections
There are three different ways to connect or separate words: the hyphen -, the en dash -, a little wider than the hyphen, and the em dash -, wider still. The regular hyphen is easily accessible on any Mac or PC keyboard, whereas the en dash needs the combination option-hyphen on the Mac. The em dash is accessed by pressing option-shift-hyphen on the Mac. The use of these dashes depends on house styles and tradition. The em dash with no space around it is traditionally used to separate thoughts-like this one-but I think its length is a distraction in running text. How nice -to feel fulland still get full credit for appearing hungry.
How nice -to feel fulland still get full credit for appearing hungy. 
Figuring It Out
Good text typefaces have "old style", "text", or "lowercase" figures -1234567890 -instead of "lining" ones -1234567890. Lowercase figures blend in better with the text settings, as the figures behave like lowercase letters with ascenders (6 and 8) and descenders (3, 4, 5, 7, 9 ) and x-heightonly characters (1, 2, 0). While they fit in text very nicely, the good looks have one disadvantage: each of the figures have individual widths, meaning they won't sit directly underneath each other in columns. Their descenders may also clash with ascenders when the columns sit closely on top of one another, as happens quite often in tabular settings. Most lining figures are "tabular", however, all the same width, making for a somewhat uneven appearance, as the 1 takes up the same space as the 8, but in tables, they are much easier to add up. Some fonts offer "tabular oldstyle figures", which will allow 
Not Justified
Avoid flush settings! Most applications create justified text by hideously stretching and squishing words and spaces. Note that it takes many hours of tedious work to typeset justified text that is truly well-proportioned and legible. For this reason, professionals prefer to use ragged-right composition, either with or without hyphenation, depending on how much line-length variation they wish to allow. This gives the text a more harmonious appearance and makes it easier to read, since all wordspaces have the same width. The world at once present and absent which the spectacle makes visible is the world of the commodity dominating all that... 
Bite the Bullet
Use bullets or centered points instead of hyphens (-) when you list items. Bullets are part of the standard character set and are located in the following positions:
• option-8 (mac), alt+0149 (windows) · option-shift-9 (mac), alt+0183 (windows 
